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1 Abstract

The purpose of this proposal is to provide a solution to the issues within the cur-
rent (decentralized and centralized) financial system. The main issues are the
lack of trust, security, market manipulation, volatility, and lack of liquidation
and liquidity. This proposal provides a 1-time solution that is fully decentral-
ized and trust-less, with no dependencies on centralized entities. Furthermore,
this proposal describes the problem in detail while providing a fully transpar-
ent, audited, open-source solution. This proposal provides a secure, immutable,
audit-able, complete on-chain solution. As a deflationary token, this is also a
utility that provides a pooling for people to share their resources while helping
the LUNC correct its supply.

2 Introduction

This proposal aims to share the token that fits the LUNC commodity tokens
proposal, which is also basic and has the simplest pooling utility. The core func-
tion of this proposal has been carefully crafted over several years while observing
the behaviour of the market, deflationary tokens, exchanges, and traders.

Although variations to this solution may exist, this solution is the most
basic and simplest. Any deviations from our solution could therefore result
in a potential security risk. However, more complex and safe solutions are
possible, while simplicity makes ANXU infallible. ANXU offers an independent
solution to possible market manipulations, price uncertainties, exchanges not
cooperating with projects, potential project and investment failures, inflated
currencies, over-supply, bots, front-running, and similar trading issues. Our
solution is a 1-time smart-contract solution that involves mining, swapping,
burning, and community pool sharing. Turning this solution into a token also
enables people to trade with arbitrage while sharing and trading ANXU however
they like. Since our minting mechanism is taking a shortcut to expensive mining,
we are also solving environmental issues by not requiring hardware (other than
the internet connection and a device capable of Internet browsing) to mine this
token. By allowing an additional on-contract swap, we offer an independent
mechanism to exchange the token while allowing it to be exchanged and swapped
simultaneously on any other platform (decentralized and centralized).

ANXU’s main function is pooling, while the pool assets are stored on the
block-chain and cannot be accessed by any entity; therefore, it offers maximum
security. By controlling the amounts of tokens that can be mined or swapped per
call, we also ensure that distribution is fair and that nobody profits by simply
having more money to invest. Furthermore, we are also controlling the change
in the price of the token, thus preventing the uncontrollable manipulations that
would make the token too expensive and too fast. Furthermore, any attempt to
manipulate the token price would result in a rising token price; therefore, any
holder would only benefit from the such attempt.
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3 Problem Statement

The main problem this proposal is solving is the lack of trust in the current
financial system, which concerns the current state of affairs between the cen-
tralized and decentralized entities. This lack of trust exists because there is no
trust-less way to interact with centralized entities. The centralized entities are
the exchanges, the projects, the investors, and the developers. The decentralized
entities are the community, independent investors, users, and miners. Central-
ized entities can manipulate the prices, the exchanges can delist a project, the
projects can fail, the investors can dump the tokens, and the developers can
abandon the project. The decentralized entities have no way to protect them-
selves from such activities.

The next main problem that ANXU is solving is the imbalanced and over-
saturated LUNC market. By letting the users lock their LUNC coins within
the contract, we are reducing the amount of circulating LUNC. Furthermore,
we are also proposing a swap mechanism that would burn more LUNC than
the on-chain taxes while acting as an intermediate utility for a one-directional
LUNC to USTC swap.

Another main issue with the current cryptocurrency prices is that almost
every single coin on the market correlates with the Bitcoin price. This is a big
risk and does not allow diversifying portfolios. Therefore, our goal is to solve
this problem with ANXU.

4 Solution

The solution that this proposal offers is a trust-less way for the decentralized
entities to be completely independent and to be able to interact with the cen-
tralized entities as well. As a smart contract, the solution cannot be shut down;
therefore, no entity can control the solution’s function. In other words, we
offer a completely decentralized solution to some of the main issues between
centralized and decentralized entities.

We have minimized a solution to only a few functions. There are two parts
to a solution that work together as one. One is pooling, and the other is coin
mining/swapping.

Pooling is a way to stabilize the price of a token. The simplest analogy would
be to compare the overall amount of tokens that can be minted with a cake. You
can purchase a slice of the cake by making a deposit. As people consume their
purchased cake, the worth of your cake grows in comparison to whatever is left
to purchase. The same analogy can be used to understand how pooling works
with cryptocurrencies. As more people invest in the token, it becomes more
stable and valuable. Nevertheless, by controlling the supply, we are ensuring
that ANXU’s price never decreases, thus solving numerous problems arising
from the decreasing value of cryptocurrencies. Nevertheless, this is the most
attractive part to any investor since the worst-case scenario is losing only the
amount they pay for the pool fees, while ANXU’s worth never decreases.
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Mining and swapping are regulated by the prices determined internally by
the smart contact interaction. As stable-coins establish the price using the ora-
cles, our solution does not interact with external sources. Therefore, our solution
is safer. A detailed explanation will be provided further in this document.

5 Non-technical Overview

In the hope that everything was simple and easy to understand, we can continue
further with our explanation. Imagine that you can also sell a part of your slice
of a cake to someone, while you can also return whatever cake you have and get
your money back. Whenever you return the cake to get your money back, there
is a service charge while your cake is disposed into the garbage bin. This service
charge is then used to increase the overall worth of the cake, thus making it
more expensive each time someone wants their money back. Since the cake is
more expensive, you also get more money when doing a refund. This is how
our swap mechanism works. Purchasing the cake is equivalent to mining while
asking for a refund is equivalent to swapping. The fee that increases the price
is the algorithm that ensures the next refund will give more money back while
increasing the worth of everyone’s slice. Please take a moment to understand
this mechanism before reading further.

These are the main points we would like you to consider:

1. Nobody is in charge of the smart contract, and there is no exit strategy.
In other words, no one is allowed to steal your money and flee with it.

2. Mining and trading transactions are controlled and completed in segments.
In other words, no one can out-mine you, out-swap you more, or otherwise
dominate you.

3. You can only profit from the on-chain action because everyone will burn
the tokens to ensure that the value of the tokens you already own rises,
rather than falls.

4. Since the expenses are disclosed up front, you can decide in advance if the
investment is justified.

5. To ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity to mine early, the release
of the token, software, and smart contract will be disclosed to everyone
on every main channel.

6. Since this token does not require expensive mining equipment, we are
ensuring that everyone may mine ANXU and that it remains truly decen-
tralised.

Therefore, we offer a fully transparent, audited, verified, open-source, decen-
tralized, trust-less, immutable and secure solution.
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6 Technical Details

6.1 Burning ANXU

A certain amount of an on-chain fee will be placed as a transfer fee. In contrast
to LUNC, this fee can be higher than 0.2% or 1.2% since we do not depend on
the interaction with the exchanges. We are also not concerned with the volume
since ANXU’ s price cannot fall. Furthermore, please consider that no LUNC is
burned by applying the transfer fee or while doing the swap. We only burn the
tokens. The burning mechanism will also be in place and will be used to lower
the supply of a token.

6.2 Burning LUNC

Before releasing the token, we will investigate the possibility of returning the
swap money from the pool as USTC rather than LUNC, while all the LUNC
will be sent to a burning address. This would increase the amount of LUNC
that is burned. As a one-way swap, it would trigger people to allocate more
LUNC and move it off the centralized exchanges. Although we have mentioned
that this token does not interact with external services, this could be the only
service it interacts with. Therefore, we must investigate all the security risks
beforehand. It might happen that we would need to add the manual switch
and start returning LUNC instead of USTC when the LUNC issue is solved and
when no USTC can be returned instead of the LUNC.

6.3 Workflow

The workflow diagram (below) shows all the possible interactions a user would
have with the smart contract. The purple regions denote what we might need
to regulate. We could also allow any regulation before a certain LUNC block
number is reached and locked. Nevertheless, after some initial period, we must
have a contract that cannot be changed or altered in any way. This is because
we need to fine-tune the parameters to work the best in a real-world scenario.
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Diagram 1.0 – general workflow diagram

Please note that if we implement the one-way swap, we should have the switch
option to choose whether to return LUNC or USTC. This should only be exe-
cuted once or a few times (if anything goes wrong).

6.4 Main model and Supply Control

We are using Bitcoin to model ANXU, borrowing concepts such as blocks, con-
trolled supply, halving, total supply, and many other ideas and concepts that
have been proven to work.
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Table 1.0 – Bitcoin distribution chart

We can use this data to calculate how many tokens we can mint per block while
smoothing the BTC halving curve into a curve without steps. The main ob-
stacle is the smart contract’s inability to do expensive math functions without
wasting too much GAS. For this reason, we have derived a curve that is only
mimicking the BTC distribution table. If we say that the block is the current
block number, we can calculate the percentage of the minted tokens per block.

Percentage = (6000000000×Block)
(58003739×(Block+231276))

To understand how many percent of the total amount we can mint per call,
we can apply the following:

BlockPercentage = Percentage(CurrentBlock+1)−Percentage(CurrentBlock)

In other words, to calculate how many tokens we are allowed to mint per call:

Tokens = BlockPercentage ∗AllowedTotal

6.5 Mining

According to the formulae, we can mine about 6720000 blocks. Depending on
how often mining is done for ANXU, each block may take up to 6 seconds
(or longer). The ANXU blocks are not related to the LUNC blocks, with the
exception that LUNC controls the ANXU’s speed. This implies that it will take
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us 1.3 years or 40320000 seconds to finish mining ANXU. But given that part
of the calls would be swap calls, there would be pauses, and complete blocks
would get expensive to mine all at once, it would take longer.

6.6 Swapping

To prevent people from accumulating ANXU tokens and increasing the price
so that mining ANXU becomes too expensive and absurd, we are using the
same curve formula as mining. We use the same formula to have the minimum
deviance between the correlation of the ANXU price from the on-chain activity.
Therefore, we are counting the swapping blocks separately too.

6.7 Transfer Fees (Taxes)

Tax is calculated by applying 4% as a fee while prioritizing a cut-off threshold.
That way, the tax is always smaller for the high-amount transfer. The block
number also determines the threshold, and we can use the average of the mining
and swapping blocks. For example, if the threshold is 3.5 ANXU tokens and
you want to transfer 100 tokens, you will pay 3.5 tokens instead. However, if
you want to transfer 50 ANXU tokens, you will pay the full 4% (or 2 tokens)
since the threshold does not apply. This way, the volume is not impaired, and
the tax is automatically lowered over time.

7 Further discussion

This is the first draft of the commodity token proposal, and the core function
is explained. We will accommodate and listen to the community. Furthermore,
our pace of development will depend on the community’s willingness to have
ANXU.

This concludes our first draft.
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